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The excitonic absorption spectra of negatively charged self-assembled quantum dots as a function of resident
electron number �Ne=0–5� are theoretically studied using the configuration interaction method. Spin Pauli
blockade, Coulomb �exchange and correlation� interactions, and symmetry of dot shape are identified as the
three main underlying mechanisms, sensitively depending on Ne, in the spin characteristic spectra. In particu-
lar, we predict that polarized absorption in triply charged dots exhibits anomalous spin-dependent features,
resulting from the intrinsic correlations in charged exciton X−3.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin in semiconductor quantum dots has drawn a great
deal of attention for years in both applied and fundamental
research. The preparation, storage, manipulation, and detec-
tion of electron spin in charged quantum dots �QDs� have
been achieved only recently, relying on the spin-selective
optical transitions involving both purely electronic states of
interacting few electrons and excitonic states of charged
excitons.1–4 For interacting few electrons �neutral excitons�
in QDs, Hund’s rules �hidden symmetries� have been con-
firmed as the underlying principle of the electronic �exci-
tonic� ground states.5,6 Furthermore, recent advances in bias
control of self-assembled quantum dots �SAQDs� have made
it possible to unambiguously prepare and probe multiply
charged excitons in individual SAQDs.7–16 Rich physics has
been revealed in the measured emission spectra for nega-
tively charged excitons X0–X−5 and the spin-selective ab-
sorption for X0–X−2 in SAQDs.7,15,16 The experimental re-
sults give significant implications for spin-based applications
and stimulate great interest in the spin and optical properties
of charge-tunable SAQDs.

In this work, we theoretically study the absorption spectra
of multiply charged SAQDs as a function of charging elec-
tron number Ne=0–5 filling up to the p shell by using the
configuration interaction �CI� method.17 The calculated re-
sults account for the recently measured photoluminescence
excitation spectra of singly charged SAQDs16 and predict the
spin and optical properties of multiply charged SAQDs. We
find that the absorption spectra exhibit remarkable spin char-
acteristics, sensitively depending on the number of charging
electrons, and spin Pauli blockade, Coulomb �exchange and
correlation� interaction, and symmetry of dot shape are iden-
tified as the three main underlying mechanisms.

II. MODEL AND THEORY

For lens-shaped deformed SAQDs, the confining potential
can be modeled by a two-dimensional anisotropic parabola,

Vas
� �x ,y�=
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��2y2�, in terms of the two oscilla-
tor frequencies �x

� and �y
�, where �=e /h denotes the kind of

particle �electron or hole� and m�
* the effective mass of

particle.18 The asymmetric potential can be decomposed into
two parts, Vas=Vs+�V, i.e., the circularly symmetric poten-

tial Vs
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parameter �����x
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�� is defined to measure the
extent of deformation. Throughout this paper, we consider
�e=�h=�. Without deformation ��=0�, the single-particle
�SP� spectrum of a symmetric dot is the Fock-Darwin �FD�
spectrum, described by Enm�

� =��̄��n+m+1� for zero mag-
netic field, where n ,m=0,1 ,2 , . . . and �= ↑ /↓ denotes par-
ticle spin. We approximate the valence hole states of the
strained SAQDs to the pure heavy-hole ones with spin pro-
jection jz= ±3/2.19 The angular momentum of an electron �a
valence hole� in the FD state �n ,m� is given by Lnm

e =m−n
�Lnm

h =n−m�.
In the Fock-Darwin basis, we write the interacting e-h

Hamiltonian for a charged SAQD subject to shape deforma-
tion as
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where i , j ,k , l are composite indices of FD SP states, ci
+ �hi

+�
and ci �hi� the operators of electron �hole� creation and an-

nihilation operators, respectively, and Vijkl
��� the Coulomb

matrix elements.17 The last two terms arise from dot
shape deformation, with the matrix elements �i�,i

�

��dr��i
��r��*�V�r���i

��r��. Because of the quadratic form of
�V�r��, �i�,i�0 only if Li−Li�=0, ±2. In this work, we focus
on the spin characteristics of the absorption spectrum of self-
assembled QDs, typically resolvable at meV energy scale in
experiments, as the fingerprint of the spin states of interact-
ing charged excitons. We thus neglect the spin interaction
mechanisms in SAQDs with a too weak relevant energy
scale �	meV�, such as the spin-orbit and the hyperfine
interactions.2,20–22 The extended states of wetting layers are
not taken into account in calculations because the bound
state transitions for InGsAs/GaAs SAQDs considered in this
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work are usually below the edge of the ones involving the
extended states by some tens of meV.23,24 The model based
on the simplified electron-hole picture has been widely used
and successfully accounted for many experiments for the
studies of excitons in SAQDs.25 Throughout this work, we
take the following parameters for InAs SAQDs: me
=0.05m0, mh=0.15m0, and �e=3�h=3
Ry*, where Ry*

�3 meV is the effective Rydberg for InAs.
In numerical implementations of the CI method, we first

generate all possible configurations of Ne electrons or X−Ne

charged exciton based on the three lowest shells, classified
by total angular momentum L, projection of total electron
spin Sz, and projection of hole spin jz, and then carry out
diagonalization for the Hamiltonian matrix.17 The spectrum
of polarized absorption in a dot charged with Ne electrons is
evaluated by using Fermi’s golden rule,26 I±���
=� f�i�GS�s	
X−Ne ; f 	P±

+	Ne ; i�	2����−Ef +Ei�, where the in-
terband polarization operator P+

+ �P−
+� for �+ ��−� circularly

polarized light is defined as P±
+��nmhnmjz=±3/2

+ cnmsz=�1/2
+ , cre-

ating a spin exciton with the projection of total spin angular
momentum Mz�sz+ jz= +1 �Mz=−1� and coupling the
charged dot from an Ne electron initial state 	Ne ; i� to some
excited state of charged exciton 	X−Ne ; f�. Charged dots are
assumed to be stable in the Ne-electron ground states �GSs�
prior to photoexcitation. In the following, we set the circular
polarization of light to the �+ direction and analyze the po-
larized absorption spectra for different possible spins of the
GSs of charged dots.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figures 1 and 2 show the calculated �+ absorption spectra
of symmetric charged dots with electrons Ne=0–5. Figure
1�a� shows the absorption spectrum of a neutral dot �Ne=0�,
characterized with three absorption lines, i.e., two main lines
at E�0.51t and E�1.62t �t����e+�h�� corresponding to
the bright s-s and p-p transitions, respectively, and a weak
line at E�1.2t corresponding to the transition involving the
dark configuration hd0↑

+ cs↓
+ 	0�, slightly coupled to the bright

one hp±↑
+ cp±↓

+ 	0� via e-h Coulomb scatterings.26

The polarized absorption starts to exhibit some depen-
dences on the spin states of a dot as it is singly charged
�Ne=1� �see Fig. 1�b��. First, due to spin blockade �SB�, the
�+ absorption line of the s-shell transition appears only for
the dot charged with a spin-up �sz= + 1

2
� electron at E

�0.46t.27 While the spectrum of the p-shell absorption in the
dot with sz=− 1

2 electron is composed of a sole p-shell line at
E�1.49t, the spectrum for the dot with sz= + 1

2 electron is
found to contain three main lines. In the former case, a �+

absorption creates two electronic spin triplet �T� X−1 configu-
rations, 	X− ; ta�=hp−,↑

+ cp−,↓
+ cs,↓

+ 	0� and 	X− ; tb�=hp+,↑
+ cp+,↓

+ cs,↓
+ 	0�.

Via the e-h interaction Ve-h
pp,x�Vp±p�p�p±

e-h , the two coupled
configurations generate a bright trion state of electronic
spin triplet 	X− ;T−1�= �	ta�+ 	tb�� /2 with eigenenergy
E�X−1 ;T−1�=EGS

1e + �Ep
X−Ve-h

pp,x−Ve-e
sp,x�, where EGS

1e =E00
e is the

Ne=1 GS energy and Ep
X=Ep

e +Ep
h −Ve-h

pp,d �Ve-h
pp,d�Vpppp

e-h � is de-
noted as the energy of a bare exciton on a p-shell state that is

further renormalized in the trion state by gaining the energies
Ve-e

sp,x=Vs±p�s�p±
e-e from the exchange interactions with the spin

electron on s orbitals and Ve-h
pp,x due to configuration intermix-

ing. The renormalization leads to the redshift �E01=Ve-e
sp,x

+Ve-h
pp,x�= 73

64 t�7.14 meV� of the main p-shell lines from E
=1.62t to 1.49t as the dot is loaded with electrons from Ne
=0→1, in agreement with the experiment in Ref. 16.

For a singly charged dot with spin sz= + 1
2 electron, a �+

p-shell absorption creates the two coupled configurations
with spins �Sz=0, jz= +3/2�, 	X−1 ;1�=hp−,↑

+ cp−,↓
+ cs,↑

+ 	0� and
	X−1 ;2�=hp+,↑

+ cp+,↓
+ cs,↑

+ 	0�. Furthermore, the two bright con-
figurations are resonantly coupled to two other dark ones via
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Polarized ��+� absorption spectra of sym-
metric ��=0� charged SAQDs with resident electrons Ne=0–2
��a�–�c�� with all possible spin. The main configurations involved in
the spin-selective transitions 1e→X−1 and the energy levels of X−1

states with Sz=0 vs Coulomb interactions are sketched beside the
panel. The main underlying mechanisms �spin blockade, exchange,
or correlation� in the spin characteristic spectra are denoted in the
parentheses. Photon energies in the spectra are rescaled by t
����e+�h�, the total kinetic energy of an e-h pair in the lowest
orbital state �t�37.7 meV for the SAQDs considered in this work�.
�E01��7.14 meV� denotes the redshift of the main p-shell lines as
the dot is loaded with electrons from Ne=0→1. The energy sepa-
ration between the S and T lines for X−1 is �EST�X−1�=2Vsp,x=

3
8 t

�8.16 meV, in agreement with the measurement in Ref. 16.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Same as Fig. 1 but for Ne=3–5. Note that
�unlike X−1� the S and T states of X−3 are nearly degenerate
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e-e exchange interaction Ve-e
sp,x, 	X−1 ;3�=hp−,↑

+ cp−,↑
+ cs,↓

+ 	0� and
	X−1 ;4�=hp+,↑

+ cp+,↑
+ cs,↓

+ 	0�. In the basis of the even-parity con-
figurations, 	X−1 ;a+ �= �	X−1 ;1�+ 	X−1 ;2�� /2 and 	X−1 ;b+ �
= �	X−1 ;3�+ 	X−1 ;4�� /2, we have the 22 Hamiltonian ma-
trix

�Ep
X + Es

e − Ve-h
pp,x − Ve-e

sp,x

− Ve-e
sp,x Ep

X + Es
e − Ve-h

pp,x� , �4�

and the two trion eigenstates, both of which are optically
active, i.e., a singlet �S� state 	X−1 ;S�= �	X−1 ;a+ �− 	X−1 ;b
+ �� /2 and a T one 	X−1 ;T0 ; + �= �	X−1 ;a+ �+ 	X−1 ;b+ �� /2,
possessing the eigenenergies E�X−1 ;S�=EGS

1e + �Ep
X−Ve-h

pp,x

+Ve-e
sp,x� and E�X−1 ;T0�=EGS

1e + �Ep
X−Ve-h

pp,x−Ve-e
sp,x�, respectively.

The two main lines shown in Fig. 1�b� at E�1.69t and E
�1.49t, respectively, correspond to the bright S and T states,
separated in energy by 2Vsp,x�= 3

8 t�8.16 meV�. In addition,
the bright S state 	X−1 ;S� is nonresonantly coupled to the
dark S configuration 	X−1 ;S*�=hd0,↑

+ cs,↓
+ cs,↑

+ 	0� with the same
total orbital and spin angular momenta via Coulombic e-h
scattering. That induces the weak line at E�1.32t, denoted
by S* in Fig. 1�b�. As a result, the �+ p-shell absorption
pattern for Ne=1 dots with Sz= + 1

2 is composed of three
main lines, in agreement with the experimental observation
in Ref. 16.

For an Ne=2 dot with closed s shell, the absorption spec-
trum is simply composed of a sole peak corresponding to the
p-shell transition, as shown in Fig. 1�c�. The s-shell absorp-
tion, absent in Fig. 1�c�, is actually forbidden for all dots
with Ne�2 because of Pauli blockade.

So far, we have seen two underlying physics in the spin
characteristic absorption for dots with Ne�2, i.e., the spin
Pauli blockade �SB� and Coulomb exchange interaction. In
our studies, we confirm that SB determines the spin charac-
teristics of polarized absorption for the dots filled with elec-
trons on a shell equal to or more than the shell orbital de-
generacy, e.g., the s-shell absorption for Ne=1 �see Fig. 1�b��
and the p-shell absorption for Ne=4,5 �see Figs. 2�b� and
2�c��. In contrast, as a dot is filled with electrons less than the
shell orbital degeneracy, e.g., the p-shell absorption for dots
with Ne=1 and Ne=3 �Figs. 1�b� and 2�a��, there exists no
SB, and Coulomb interactions may play a key role.

Now, let us proceed to study the case of Ne=3. Following
Hund’s rules, a GS of Ne=3 dot consists of a pair of spin
antiparallel electrons on the s orbital and a p-shell electron
with up or down spin. Like Ne=1 dots, a triply charged dot
provides a net spin Sz= ± 1

2 to interact with spin exciton cre-
ated by polarized absorption. Thus, one might expect some
similar features of the absorption spectra for both Ne=1 and
Ne=3 cases.

For an Ne=3 dot with Sz=− 1
2 , a �+ p-shell excitation

pumps the dot in one of the doubly degenerate T X−3 states,
hp−,↑

+ cp+,↓
+ cp−,↓

+ 	2e ;GS� or hp+,↑
+ cp+,↓

+ cp−,↓
+ 	2e ;GS�, with the en-

ergy E=EGS
3e +Ep

X−Vsp,x−Vpp,x. As shown in Fig. 2�a�, its ab-
sorption spectrum does show a similarity to that for Ne=1
dot with the same spin Sz=− 1

2 �see Fig. 1�b��, containing
only one main p-shell line �T−1� corresponding to the T state.

Such a similarity however, is not seen in the absorption
spectra for the Ne=1 and Ne=3 dots with up spin Sz= + 1

2 . In
both cases, �+-excited dots could be in the states of X−1 or
X−3 with electronic S or T spins. As discussed previously, the
S and T X−1 states are energetically separated by e-e ex-
change interaction 2Vsp,x. Surprisingly, the S and T states of
the X−3 complex in a �+-excited dot are found to be nearly
degenerate. Consequently, one sees only a single main line, a
doublet for the S and T states, at E�1.43t in the spectrum of
Fig. 2�a�. For more illustration, we perform the following
analysis.

Taking the three coupled low lying X−3 configurations
into account, 	X−3 ;1�=hp−↑

+ cp+↑
+ cp−↓

+ 	2e ;GS�, 	X−3 ;2�
=hp−↑

+ cp+↓
+ cp−↑

+ 	2e ;GS�, and 	X−3 ;3�=hp+↑
+ cp+↓

+ cp+↑
+ 	2e ;GS�, we

have a T eigenstate given by 	X−3 ;T�= �	X−3 ;1�
+ 	X−3 ;2�� /2 and two S states, obtained by diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian matrix in the basis of S configuration,
�	X−3 ;1�− 	X−3 ;2�� /2 and 	X−3 ;3�,

�EGS
3e + Ep

X − Ve-e
sp,x + Ve-e

pp,x − 2Ve-h
pp,x

− 2Ve-h
pp,x EGS

3e + Ep
X − Ve-e

sp,x� . �5�

The e-h interactions in the off-diagonal parts lead to the in-
termixing of the S configurations and shifts the energy of the
lower state down to ES1

=EGS
3e +Ep

X−Vsp,x−Ve-h
pp,x. Thus, the

low S state becomes degenerate to the T GS if the dot pos-
sesses a hidden symmetry �leading to Ve-e

pp,x=Ve-h
pp,s�, which has

been previously evidenced in photoluminescence spectros-
copy studies for some SAQDs.6 Here, we see that the hidden
symmetry results in the single S and T doublet line of polar-
ized absorption and removes the spin dependence of absorp-
tion spectra for triply charged dots.

Nevertheless, slight deformations in SAQDs create addi-
tional spin dependences of the absorption spectra.18 Figure 3
shows the �+ absorption spectra for asymmetric Ne=1 dots
and Ne=3 dots with spin Sz= ± 1

2 and �=0,0.01, . . . ,0.1. The
deformation �V�r�� in the quadratic form opens the channels
of particle transferring between the orbitals differing in L by
0, ±2 �e.g., between the p+ and p− orbitals�. For electronic
S states of X−3, the bright main configurations
hp−↑

+ cp−↓
+ cp−↑

+ 	2e ;GS� for the line labeled by S in Fig. 3�c�
become coupled to other dark S ones with 	�L	=2
�e.g., hp+↑

+ cp−↓
+ cp−↑

+ 	2e ;GS�, hp−↑
+ cp+↓

+ cp−↑
+ 	2e ;GS� , . . .�. The

deformation-induced configuration intermixing lowers the
bright S GSs and separates it from the T0 state. Moreover, it
gives rise to the line involving those dark S states, labeled by
S* in Fig. 3�a�. Likewise, the p-shell absorption lines for the
S and T X−1 trions in which the p shell is also singly occu-
pied by an electron or a hole is split into two with finite �
�see Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��.

In contrast, a weak deformation does not give rise to any
new absorption line for T X−3 states. This is because the T
X−3 states must have the total electronic angular momentum
Le=0 and deformation breaks the conservation of angular
momentum. We see that there exists only one absorption line
for the T X−3 states in Figs. 3�b� and 3�c� as ��0.05. As a
result, the polarized absorption spectra for Ne=3 dots subject
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to a slight deformation exhibit remarkable spin dependence,
in contrast to the spin insensitivity of the spectra of symmet-
ric Ne=3 dots.

Figure 3�e� shows the energies of the p-shell absorption
lines of charged dots at the highest intensities as a function
of Ne and Fig. 3�f� shows the corresponding degree of
circular polarization, defined as P��I+− I−� / �I++ I−�, to the
main lines. For noninteracting dots, we derive P
=0,33.3% ,100% for Ne= �0,1 ,2� , �3� , �4,5�, respectively.
Turning on Coulomb interactions, the degree of polarization
for Ne=1 is changed from 0 to −33.3%. The negative finite
P=−33.3% for X−1 results from the Coulomb exchange that
splits the T and S states and decreases the intensity of the
main line T0 to half of the line T−1 �see Fig. 3�b��. The P for
Ne=3, however, remains unchanged because of the degen-
eracy of the S and T X−3 GSs, resulting from the intrinsic
correlation in X−3. With deformation, the P for Ne=3
abruptly increases from 33.3% to almost 100%, indicating
the well resolved spin characteristic absorption pattern for
X−3.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we present theoretical studies of polarized
absorption in charge-tunable SAQDs with resident electrons
filling up to the p shell. Spin Pauli blockade, Coulomb ex-
change and correlation, and symmetry of dot shape are iden-
tified as the three main underlying mechanisms in the spin
characteristic absorption. We point out that triply charged
excitons in SAQDs possess intrinsic correlated nature and
exhibit anomalous spin-related features of polarized absorp-
tion.
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